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Abstract

With the growth of intelligent transportation, reliable urban traffic pre-
diction has become increasingly important in people’s lives. It does,
however, confront the following challenges: First, the structure of traffic
networks is usually constructed by researchers using domain knowl-
edge, which is thus frequently uncertain. Second, the spatio-temporal
dependence is complex, which is embodied in that the influence weights
of various nearby roads section are uncertain and the status of roads
section changes over time. Thus, even though the network structure is
fully known, the spatio-temporal dependencies between roads’ sections
are uncertain. However, to the best of our knowledge, few existing
works have been able to address all challenges, and the performance
of existing methods can be further improved. In this paper, the moti-
vation is to address the uncertainty of traffic network in terms of
connectivity and the dependency among nodes. Thus, we propose a
Bayesian Spatio-Temporal Graph Attention Neural Networks (BST-
GAT), which uses Bayesian theorem and a random block model of
mixed membership to reconstruct the network during the neighbor-
hood aggregation process to address the uncertainty of the network
structure. In addition, BSTGAT uses the attention mechanism and
RNN to address the uncertainty of the spatio-temporal dependence.
Extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets demonstrate that

∗Joint first affiliations.
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2 BSTGAT

BSTGAT is capable of effectively solving the uncertainty of the network
structure and spatio-temporal dependencies, and it significantly outper-
forms state-of-the-art model due to its higher effect and robustness.

Keywords: Uncertainty, Bayesian theory, Graph Neural Networks, Traffic
Prediction

1 Introduction

Urban traffic prediction plays an import role in transportation planning and
control[1–5]. Although numerous previous related studies are proposed, they
still face several challenges[4, 5]. In specific, the traffic network prediction has
deal with the uncertainty in terms of connectivity and the dependency among
nodes. Meanwhile, for many network analysis techniques such as graph neural
network [6, 7], the feature of the network nodes and the network structure
must be fully known. But in traffic networks, these information are not always
known precisely. Therefore, it is a major challenge to solve these uncertainty
and improve the learning ability of models in the network.

The first uncertainty arises from the traffic network structure that is usu-
ally constructed by researchers based on domain knowledge. For example,
the traffic network SZ-taxi [3] is constructed by the connection relationships
between road sections. And the traffic network Los-loop [3] is constructed by
computing the distances between the sensors in roads. However, these datasets
constructed by domain knowledge often have the following problems as shown
in Figure 1 and 2.

Fig. 1 The analysis of missing edge. The trend of vehicle speed changes at the same time
between two unrelated road sections (labeled 1 and 153) in the dataset SZ-taxi[3].

Fig. 2 Redundant edge analysis. The trend of vehicle speed changes at the same time
between two related road sections (labeled 14 and 17) in the dataset SZ-taxi[3].

Fig. 3 Temporal dependent analysis.

To handle the uncertainty in traffic structure, Fang S. et. al.[8] build a
network structure that is more in line with facts by strengthening domain
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knowledge. These methods solve the problem-the lack of strong correlation
edges-in some scenes such as the Figure 1. However, these methods that build
networks based on domain knowledge fail to completely resolve the uncertainty
of the network structure.

In addition, even if the network structure is fully known, the spatio-
temporal dependencies between different nodes (roads section in SZ-taxi or
sensors in Los-loop) are uncertain, so the influence on the node is also dif-
ferent. As shown in the Figure 1 and Figure 2, even if the two correlations
are correctly modeled, the weight of the relationship is obviously different.
Besides, the status of the nodes changes with time and shows a certain peri-
odicity. Thus, the temporal dependence is more complex. We show the status
of road section 1 in the dataset SZ-taxi[3] in two weeks in Figure 3, which is
recorded every 15 minutes. It can be clearly seen from the figure that the state
of the node has obvious changes in week and day periods. But this change is
not completely consistent and also affected by other events such as the Spring
Festival holiday.

Recently, researchers have begun to reconstruct the network structure in
the neighborhood aggregation process to solve the uncertainty of the network
structure[5, 9, 10]. But these models mainly focus on the uncertainty-related
problems of simple networks from a certain perspective and few of them have
been able to address all challenges. For example, Jun Fu et. al. [5] find that
the uncertainty of the network structure in the traffic network is particularly
serious, so they try to use the graph structure as a sample of the Bayesian
parameter generation model to solve the uncertainty of the traffic network
structure. However, compared with other models [3, 4] without reconstructed
graphs, this method only performs well on individual datasets and the per-
formance of predicting traffic status is significantly degraded on some urban
traffic network datasets. Meanwhile, these models only solve the uncertainty
problem of the network structure by reconstructing the network, and do not
solve the uncertainty of the spatio-temporal relationship in the reconstructed
network.

In this paper, we propose a Bayesian Spatio-Temporal Graph Attention
Neural Networks (BSTGAT), which first reconstructs the network structure
to solve the uncertainty of the network structure through mixing membership
random block model based on the observed graph. And then it establishes
a Bayesian Solution based on the posterior distribution of the label and
the feature, the network structure, the time period, the neighbor weight of
each observed graph, the short-term dependent coefficient and the long-term
dependent coefficient. The whole model is an end-to-end model in which the
uncertainty can be addressed felicitously and the spatio-temporal network
can be embedded efficiently and robustly. We validate our BSTGAT by pre-
dicting the urban traffic speed on two benchmark datasets. The results show
that BSTGAT achieves superior performance compared with state-of-the-art
models meanwhile the uncertainties have been properly resolved.

In summary, the contributions can be summarized as below:
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1. We propose BSTGAT based on a graph neural network that combines
Bayesian theorem and network reconstruction by using the random block
model of mixed membership and the maximum a posteriori approximation
simplification method during the training process.

2. The proposed BSTGAT assigns different weights to different neighbors
adaptively during the training process to solve the spatial uncertainty of
the relationship of nodes.

3. The proposed BSTGAT uses GRU and attention mechanism to solve the
uncertainty of short-term and long-term temporal dependence respectively.
That is, BSTGAT solve the uncertainty of the network structure and the
uncertainty of the complex spatial and temporal dependencies in an end-
to-end model. And extensive experimental results confirm the effectiveness
and high robustness of BSTGAT.

2 Related Work

Traditional related research on traffic networks can be divided into parametric
models and non-parametric models. Parameter models include historical aver-
age model, time series model [11, 12], linear regression model [13] and Kalman
filtering model [14]. Traditional parameter models rely on stationary assump-
tions and use simple algorithms. They can neither reflect the nonlinearity and
uncertainty of the spatio-temporal network, nor can they overcome the inter-
ference of random uncertain events such as the Spring Festival holiday. The
non-parametric model can solve these problems well, because it can automat-
ically learn the rule of the temporal dependence of the data through sufficient
historical data. Non-parametric models include k-nearest neighbor[15], support
vector regression (SVR)[2, 16], fuzzy logic [17] and Bayesian network [18].

In recent years, due to the rapid development of deep learning, deep neu-
ral network models have received extensive attention from researchers[19, 20].
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [21]
and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [22] have been successfully applied to traf-
fic forecasting [23, 24] since they can be used the self-circulation mechanism
and the temporal dependence of modeling. However, these models only con-
sider the temporal dependence of the node state, while ignoring the spatial
dependence. Many researchers have introduced convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) in their models to significantly model spatial dependencies. Wu et.
al. [25] combine CNN and LSTM to design a feature fusion framework for
short-term traffic flow prediction. The framework uses one-dimensional CNN
to capture the spatial characteristics of the node state, and uses two LSTMs
to explore the short-term changes and periodicity of the node state. Cao et.
al. [26] propose an end-to-end model ITRCN, which converts the interactive
network stream into an image, and uses CNN to capture the network stream.
ITRCN also uses GRU to extract temporal features. Experiments show that
the prediction error of this method is 14.3% and 13.0% higher than that of
GRU and CNN, respectively. Yu et. al. [27] use DCNN and LSTM to capture
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spatial correlation and temporal dynamics, respectively. They also proved the
superiority of SRCN through investigation of Beijing transportation network
data.

Although CNN is suitable for Euclidean data [28], such as images and
grids, it still has several limitations in traffic networks with non-Euclidean
structures. In recent years, Graph Neural Network (GNN)[29] has been widely
applied in many fields, which is capable of overcoming the above limitations
and captures the spatial dependence of networks[3, 30, 31]. Besides, RNNs
and their variants use sequential processing over time, making them easier to
remember the latest information, so they are suitable for capturing evolving
short-term trends. Jiawei Zhu et al. [4] use the attention mechanism to capture
long-term temporal dependence based on the work proposed in [3].

3 Preliminary

For the convenience of description, we first give relevant definitions prior to
our method.

Table 1 Summary of notations.

Notations Description

Gobs The observed graph.
V The nodes’ set.
E The edges’ set.
N The number of nodes.
A The adjacency matrix.

XN×P Feature Matrix.
P The length of the historical time series.
T The length of the time series to be predicted.
n The length of the time series tobe trained.
G The generalization graph sample.
Y The nodes’ labels.
Z The output embedding.
T The temporal relations

WG The spatial weights coefficient.
WT The long temporal dependent coefficient.
σ The short temporal dependent coefficient
λ The parameters of a-MMSBM.
K The number of category in a-MMSBM.
πak Probability that node A belongs to the category k.
πa Probability that node A belongs to all categories.

Da→b Indicator variable.
βk The category intensity of category k.
NG The number of sample generalization graph.
NS The number of short temporal dependent coefficient sample
NL The number of long temporal weight sample
I The number of parameter samples of a-MMSBM.
S The number of samples for sampling weights.
Pab The link probability of node pair (a, b).
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Definition 1 (The spatial structure of spatio-temporal network) The topological
structure of the observed spatio-temporal network is denoted as Gobs = (V,E), where
V = {v1, v2, · · · , vN} is the nodes’ set, N is the number of nodes, E is the edges’ set
reflecting the relationship between nodes. The entire link information is stored in the
adjacency matrix A ∈ R

N×N , where rows and columns are indexed by nodes, and
the value of each entry represents the link relationship between the corresponding
nodes. If there is no link between nodes, the value is 0, otherwise it is 1 (unweighted
graph) or non-negative (weighted graph).

Definition 2 (Features Matrix) Defining the nodes’ speed as the attribute of the
nodes, the features matrix can be denoted as XN×P , where P is the number of
nodes’ features, that is, the length of the historical time series. Xi is the speed of
each node at time i.

In this paper, we predict nodes’ speed at the next T time based on
the historical nodes speed in the spatio-temporal network. Therefore, the
spatio-temporal correlation modeling can be regarded as learning the map-
ping function f on the basis of the observed graph Gobs and the road network
features matrix X. The node state at the next T time is calculated as follows:

[Xt+1, · · · , Xt+T ] = f(Gobs; (Xt−n, · · · , Xt−1, Xt)) (1)

where n is the length of a given historical time series, and T is the length of
the time series that needs to be predicted.

4 Methodology

BSTGAT is an end-to-end model which is divided into network’s structure pro-
cessing module and spatio-temporal relationships processing module. Figure 4
shows the framework of BSTGAT. The network’s structure processing mod-
ule uses mixed membership random block model to reconstruct the network.
The spatio-temporal relationships processing module first uses graph atten-
tion neural network to solve the uncertainty of spatial dependence. Then it
uses GRU to solve the uncertainty of short-term temporal dependence, and
uses the attention mechanism to solve the uncertainty of long-term temporal
dependence.

4.1 Model

In this paper, we consider the Bayesian method and define the graph structure
as a sample drawn from the parameter generation model, with the aim of
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Fig. 4 The framework of BSTGAT.

inferring the posterior prediction distribution as follows:

p(Z | X,Y,T, Gobs) =

∫

p(Z | WT , σ,T,WG, G,X)

p(WT | σ,T,WG, G,X,Y)

p(σ | WG,T,X, G,Y)p(WG | X,Y, G)

p(G | λ)p(λ | Gobs)dWT dσdWGdGdλ

(2)

where p(λ | Gobs) denotes the conditional probability of the random graph
parameter family λ given the observation graph Gobs, and p(G | λ) denotes
the probability of generating graph G under the parameter λ, p(WG |
X, G,Y) denotes the probability of the spatial weight parameter WG under
the condition of generating graph G, features X and nodes’ label Y. p(σ |
WG,T,X,Y, G) denotes the probability of the short temporal dependent
coefficient σ under the condition of spatial network embedding. p(WT |
σ,T,WG, G,X,Y) denotes the probability of the long temporal dependent
coefficient WT under the condition of spatial and short temporal network
embedding. p(Z | WT , σ,T,WG, G,X) denotes the node label distribution
under the conditions of temporal network embedding. Among them, WT and
WG are the weight samples that need to be trained in the attention mechanism
to solve the uncertainty of spatial and long temporal relations dependency,
and σ is the short temporal dependent coefficient sample that needs to be
trained in GRU module to solve the uncertainty of short temporal relation
dependency. Z = Xt+1 is the real node speed at time t+ 1.

4.2 Network’s Structure Processing Module

The spatio-temporal network reconstruction aims to find a better graph
structure from the observation graph Gobs.

In this paper, the observed graph is regarded as the implementation of
a random graph generation model parameter family. And we use the mixed
membership random block model (a-MMSBM) to obtain the parameter family
of the random graph and construct the generalization graph. The random
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block model, i.e., a-MMSBM, can divide a network with N nodes into K
communities (K category). In this paper, the category of any node Va ∈ N
is represented by a probability distribution vector of K dimension πa, that is,
πa = [πa1, . . . πak]

T
, where πak denotes the probability that the node A belongs

to the community k. Meanwhile, we set the community strength βk ∈ (0, 1)
for each community, which is used to evaluate the strength of the connection
between the members of the community. For any pair of nodes (a, b), we set
the indicator variable Da→b = k1 to indicate that if the node a points to the
node b, the community of the node a is k1; Db→a = k2 denotes that when the
node b points to the node a, the community of the node b is k2. We set the
link probability Pab ∈ {0, 1} of the node pair. The value 0 means that no edge
exists between the node pairs, and the value 1 represents the existence of such
an edge. In general, whether there are edges between nodes depends on the
similarity between their community members and the community strength of
their shared communities. Using the random block model, the generation of
the generalization graph G can be defined by the following descriptions:

1. For each community k, we sample its community strength βk ∼ Beta(η).
2. For any node a, we sample the community distribution πa ∼ Dirichlet(α)

to which community it belongs.
3. For any node pair (a, b), we sample its indicator variables Da→b ∼ πa

and Db→a ∼ πb respectively. If Da→b = Db→a = k, we sample the edge
probability between them Pab ∼ Bernoulli (βk); if Da→b ̸= Db→a, Pab ∼
Bernoulli (ϵ), where ϵ is the cross-community link probability and is usually
set to a minimum value.

The above-mentioned generative model process can be described by the
following joint posterior formula:

p(G,D, π, β | α, η) =

N
∏

a=1

N
∏

b>a

p (Pab | Da→b, Db→a, β)

p (Da→b | πa) p (Db→a | πb)

N
∏

a=1

p (πa | α)

K
∏

k=1

p (βk | η)

(3)

where η, α are hyper-parameters, β and π are parameters to be learned. The
joint posterior distribution of the parameters π and β can be denoted as:

p (π, β | Gobs) ∝ p(β)p(π)p (Gobs | π, β) =

K
∏

k=1

p (βk)

M
∏

a=1

p (πa)

∏

1≤a<b≤M

∑

Da→b,Db→a

p (Pab, Da→b, Db→a | πa, πb, β)

(4)
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4.3 Spatio-temporal Relationships Processing Module

After obtaining the generated graph sample, the uncertainty of the nodes’ rela-
tionship still needs to be solved. Given inputs in terms of a single generalized
graph sample G, time period T , nodes’ features matrix X and nodes’ labels
matrixY, and the output Z = {z1, · · · , zn}, we need to find a method to reflect
the input and output relationship function z = f(σWTWGX), where σ, WT

and WG are parameters needed to be learned. In this paper, the parameter
σ, WT and WG are regarded as random variables, and their prior distribu-
tions are introduced. Then the prediction of the new input X and T can be
obtained according to the posterior distribution of the corresponding weight
parameters σ, WT and WG. The calculation of output can be given as:

p(Z | X,Y,T, G) =

∫

p(Z | WT , σ,T,WG, G,X)p(WT | σ,T,WG, G,X,Y)

p(σ | WG,T,X, G,Y)p(WG | X,Y, G)dWT dσdWG

(5)

The integral function of the formula (2) is difficult to calculate directly, so
we use variational inference [32–34] and Markov chain Monte Carlo method
(MCMC)[35–37] for approximate estimation. For the spatio-temporal net-
work observed graph Gobs, we use the random graph generate the model
a-MMSBM to obtain I parameter family samples λi and compute the proba-
bility p(λ | Gobs), and then sample NG generalization graph samples Gni to get
the probability p(G | λi). Then we use the attention mechanism combined with
the Monte Carlo method to sample S weight samples Wsni. For each Gni, we
can get its embedding. Next, for each spatial network embedding f(WsniX),
we use GRU module combined with the Monte Carlo method to sample NS

dependent coefficient σjsni and use the attention mechanism combined with the
Monte Carlo method to sample NL weight samples Wj . Finally, we can obtain
the probability distribution of the nodes label p(Z | Wj , σjsni,T,Wsni, Gni,X)
through the embedding. The approximate process of node label is:

p(Z | X,T,Y, Gobs) ≈
1

NSNL

NL
∑

o=1

NS
∑

j=1

1

I

I
∑

i

1

NGS

NG
∑

n=1

S
∑

s=1

p(Z | Wjσjsni,T,Wsni,X)

(6)

We use the mixed membership random block (a-MMSBM) model [38] to
model the observed graph Gobs, and then learn its parameters through the
stochastic optimization method λ = {π, β}. Meanwhile, in order to avoid the
large difference between the generalization graph sample Gni and the observed
graph Gobs due to the large value range of the parameters π and β, we use the
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largest posterior estimate to replace the integral of the parameters π and β:

{π̂, β̂} = argmax
β,π

p (β, π | Gobs) (7)

By simplifying the formula (6), we have:

p(Z | X,Y,T, Gobs) ≈
1

NLNS

NL
∑

o=1

NS
∑

j=1

1

NGS

NG
∑

n=1

S
∑

s=1

p(Z | Wjσjsn,T,Wsn, Gn,X)

(8)

In the approximate formula (8), the a-MMSBM model samples the gener-

alization graph samples Gn with probability p(Gn | π̂, β̂), and then uses
GAT combined with Monte Carlo method to sample weight sample Wsn

from p(Wsn | X,Y, Gn) and generates the embedding of the spatial network
z = f(WsnX). Similarly, we use GAT and GRU to sample the long temporal
weight sample Wj and short temporal dependent coefficient σjsn from p(Wsn |
σjsn,T,Wsn, Gn,X,Y) and p(σjsn | Wsn,T,X, Gn,Y), and generate the
embedding of the spatial-temporal network z = f(WjσjsnTWsnGnX).

4.4 Loss Function

The purpose of BSTGAT is to minimize the error between the actual state and
the predicted state of the nodes in the spatio-temporal network. Given actual
state Y and the predicted state of different nodes at time t, i.e., Yt, the loss
function is denoted as follows:

L = Yt − Y + λLreg (9)

where Lreg is a normalization term to alleviate overfitting, and λ is a
hyperparameter.

5 Experiment

To thoroughly evaluate the proposed BSTGAT method for the traffic pre-
diction, we conduct extensive experiments to answer the following research
questions:

• RQ1: How does BSTGAT perform compared with state-of-the-art traffic
prediction methods?

• RQ2: Does BSTGAT perform robustly compared with state-of-the-art
traffic prediction methods?

5.1 Dataset

We evaluate the performance of the model on two real datasets: SZ-taxi[3]
and Los-loop[3].
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(1) SZ-taxi[3]: This dataset contains taxi trajectories in Shenzhen from
January 1 to January 31, 2015. In this paper, we select 156 main roads in
Luohu District for analysis. The experimental data mainly includes two parts:
one is the 156*156 adjacency matrix, which describes the spatial relationship
between roads. Each row represents a road, and the value in the matrix indi-
cates whether the roads are connected or not. The other is the feature matrix,
which describes the change of speed on each road over time. Each row rep-
resents a road, and each column is the traffic speed of the road every 15
minutes.

(2) Los-loop[3]: This dataset is collected from Los Angeles highways in
real time by the loop detector. In this paper, we select 207 sensors and their
traffic speeds from March 1 to March 7, 2012. The traffic speed is recorded
every 5 minutes. Similarly, the data consists of adjacency matrix and feature
matrix. The adjacency matrix is calculated by the distance between sensors in
the flow network. Since the Los-loop dataset contains some missing data, we
use linear interpolation to fill in missing values.

In the experiments, the input data is normalized to the interval [0,1]. In
addition, we use 80% of the data as the training set, and the remaining 20% as
the test set. We predict the traffic speeds for the next 15 minutes, 30 minutes,
45 minutes and 60 minutes.

5.2 Evaluation

We evaluate all baselines using five metrics including Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), Mean absolute Error (MAE), Accuracy, Coefficient of Determination
(R2) and Explained Variance Score (var).

• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):

RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1

MN

M
∑

j=1

N
∑

i=1

(Y j
i −

ˆ
Y j
i )

2 (10)

• Mean absolute Error (MAE):

MAE =
1

MN

M
∑

j=1

N
∑

i=1

|Y j
i −

ˆ
Y j
i | (11)

• Accuracy:

accuracy = 1−
Y − Ŷ F

Y F

(12)

• Coefficient of Determination (R2):

R2 = 1−
1

MN

∑M

j=1

∑N

i=1
(Y j

i −
ˆ
Y j
i )

2

1

MN

∑M

j=1

∑N

i=1
(Y j

i − Y )2
(13)
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• Explained Variance Score (var):

var = 1−
V ar{Y − Ŷ }

V ar{Y }
(14)

where Y j
i and

ˆ
Y j
i represent the real traffic information and predicted traffic

information at the j-th time on the i-th road. M is the number of times, and

N is the number of roads. Y and Ŷ represent the set of Y j
i and

ˆ
Y j
i respectively,

and Y is the mean value of Y . RMSE and MAE are used to measure the
prediction error. The smaller values of RMSE and MAE indicates the better
the prediction performance. Accuracy is an index that measures the accuracy
of prediction. R2 and var calculate the correlation coefficient to measure sim-
ilarity between the predicted results and the actual data. The larger values of
Accuracy, R2 and var represent the better prediction performance.

5.3 Hyperparameters

The hyperparameters of BSTGAT include the learning rate, the number of
pre-training times, the number of training times, and the number of hidden
units. In the experiment, the learning rate, pre-training times, and training
times of the two datasets are manually set based on experience, which are
0.001, 500, and 5000, respectively. For the number of hidden units, we set
SZ-taxi and Los-loop to 64 and 100, respectively. For the setting of the
inference parameters of the a-MMSBM model, we define α = 1 and η = 1.
Meanwhile, we use the k-means method [39] to cluster the features to obtain
the community pre-defined in a-MMSBM.

5.4 Baselines

To evaluate the performance of proposed BSTGAT method, we consider the
following baselines in the experiments.

• Historical Average model (HA)[1]: HA uses the average traffic information
of historical periods as predictions.

• Support Vector Regression (SVR)[2]: SVR uses historical data to train the
model, and predicts future traffic data through the trained model. We use
a linear kernal as the kernel function.

• T-GCN[3]: T-GCN uses GCN and GRU to solve short-term temporal
dependence and spatial dependence and thus predicts traffic.

• A3T-GCN[4]: It uses GCN to solve spatial dependency, GRU and attention
mechanism to solve short and long-term temporal dependency and thus
predicts traffic.

• BSTGCN[5]: BSTGCN uses Bayesian theorem to reconstruct the net-
work structure while using GCN and GRU to solve short-term temporal
dependence and spatio dependence for traffic prediction.
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5.5 Performance Comparison

We run the BSTGAT and baseline methods on 15-minute, 30-minute, 45-
minute and 60-minute prediction tasks on the SZ-taxi and Los-loop datasets
with performance given in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2 SZ-taxi

T Metric HA SVR T-GCN A3T-GCN BSTGCN BSTGAT

15

RMSE 4.2951 4.1455 3.9325 3.8989 3.9670 3.8876
MAE 2.7815 2.6233 2.7145 2.6840 2.6490 2.6489

accuracy 0.7008 0.7112 0.7295 0.7318 0.7237 0.7323
R2 0.8307 0.8423 0.8539 0.8512 0.8557 0.8566
var 0.8307 0.8424 0.8539 0.8512 0.8557 0.8567

30

RMSE 4.3481 4.1628 3.9740 3.9228 4.0010 3.9187
MAE 2.8171 2.6875 2.7522 2.7038 2.6530 2.6499

accuracy 0.6971 0.7100 0.7267 0.7302 0.7213 0.7313
R2 0.8266 0.8410 0.8451 0.8493 0.8531 0.8533
var 0.8266 0.8413 0.8451 0.8493 0.8532 0.8533

45

RMSE 4.3910 4.1885 3.9910 3.9461 4.0110 3.9455
MAE 2.8480 2.7359 2.7645 2.7261 2.6780 2.6789

accuracy 0.6941 0.7082 0.7255 0.7286 0.7206 0.7298
R2 0.8232 0.8391 0.8436 0.8474 0.8525 0.8529
var 0.8232 0.8397 0.8436 0.8474 0.8526 0.8530

60

RMSE 4.4312 4.2156 4.0099 3.9707 4.0270 3.9797
MAE 2.8754 2.7751 2.7860 2.7391 2.6860 2.6857

accuracy 0.6913 0.7063 0.7242 0.7269 0.7195 0.7281
R2 0.8199 0.8370 0.8421 0.8454 0.8513 0.8522
var 0.8199 0.8379 0.8421 0.8454 0.8514 0.8523

Comparing Table 2 and Table 3, we can find:

1. The methods (HA and SVR) that only considers the short-term temporal
dependence perform obviously worse on the two datasets than the methods
that consider the spatio-temporal dependence.

2. Compared with T-GCN, BSTGCN solves the uncertainty of the network
structure through Bayesian theorem and maximum posterior method. How-
ever, it only performs better than T-GCN on the Los-loop dataset. The
performance on SZ-taxi is worse than T-GCN. It is due to the fact that
the adjacency matrix of SZ-taxi is constructed by whether the road is
actually connected or not, while Los-loop contains more uncertainty as
it is constructed according to the sensor distance and contains some miss-
ing values. BSTGCN’s network reconstruction algorithm cannot construct
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Table 3 SZ-taxi

T Metric HA SVR T-GCN A3T-GCN BSTGCN BSTGAT

15

RMSE 7.0970 6.0084 5.1264 5.0904 4.7585 4.7317
MAE 3.7585 3.7285 3.1802 3.1365 2.9150 2.8317

accuracy 0.8792 0.8977 0.9127 0.9133 0.9185 0.9191
R2 0.7382 0.8123 0.8634 0.8653 0.8810 0.8869
var 0.7382 0.8146 0.8634 0.8653 0.8811 0.8871

30

RMSE 7.9717 6.9588 6.0598 5.9974 5.6380 5.3317
MAE 4.1692 3.7248 3.7466 3.6610 3.3580 3.3175

accuracy 0.8642 0.8815 0.8968 0.8979 0.9040 0.9069
R2 0.6709 0.7492 0.8098 0.8137 0.8354 0.8522
var 0.6709 0.7623 0.8100 0.8137 0.8354 0.8522

45

RMSE 8.7643 7.7504 6.7065 6.6840 6.2130 6.0752
MAE 4.5646 4.1288 4.1158 4.1712 3.6440 3.6696

accuracy 0.8507 0.8680 0.8857 0.8861 0.8942 0.8965
R2 0.6035 0.6899 0.7679 0.7694 0.8008 0.8096
var 0.6036 0.6947 0.7684 0.7705 0.8008 0.8097

60

RMSE 9.4970 8.4388 7.2677 7.0990 6.7330 6.5765
MAE 4.9491 4.5036 4.6021 4.2343 3.9180 3.5870

accuracy 0.8382 0.8562 0.8762 0.8790 0.8853 0.8891
R2 0.5360 0.6336 0.7283 0.7407 0.7668 0.7803
var 0.5361 0.5593 0.7290 0.7415 0.7669 0.7805

a better network structure from complex urban traffic, which results in a
poor performance on some dataset.

3. Compared with A3T-GCN, BSTGAT and BSTGCN are all use Bayesian
theorem and random graph generation model via reconstructing the net-
work to solve the uncertainty of the network structure. However, unlike
BSTGCN, BSTGAT performs better than A3T-GCN on two datasets.
This fully proves solving the uncertainty of the network structure via
reconstructing the network makes BSTGAT achieve superior performance.

4. Compared with T-GCN, A3T-GCN solves the uncertainty of long-term time
dependence and has a significant improvement in both two datasets, which
shows that long-term temporal dependence has an obvious influence on
traffic status.

5. Compared with BSTGCN, BSTGAT also solves the uncertainty of the long-
term dependence relationship and has a more obvious improvement in both
datasets. This also shows that after the uncertainty of the network structure
is solved, the uncertainty of long-term temporal dependence will still affect
the prediction effect of the model. Meanwhile, we use GAT instead of GCN
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to deal with the uncertainty of spatial dependence, which also contributes
to the performance improvement.

5.6 Ablation Analysis

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of each part of BSTGAT, we take
out each part separately and then conduct corresponding experiments. The
experiments are shown in Table 4 and 5 in detail.

Table 4 Ablation experiments (SZ-taxi 15 minutes).

model RMSE MAE accuracy R2 var

without network’s structure process 3.9461 2.6786 0.7303 0.8544 0.8543
without spatial relationship process 3.8879 2.6499 0.7323 0.8559 0.8559
without long temporal relationship process 3.9469 2.6799 0.7316 0.8535 0.8536
BSTGAT 3.8876 2.6389 0.7333 0.8566 0.8567

Table 5 Ablation experiments (Los-loop 15 minutes).

model RMSE MAE accuracy R2 var

without network’s structure process 5.0899 3.1300 0.9139 0.8660 0.8659
without spatial relationship process 4.7599 2.9101 0.9185 0.8821 0.8820
without long temporal relationship process 5.1355 3.1899 0.9124 0.8627 0.8629
BSTGAT 4.7317 2.8317 0.9191 0.8869 0.8871

The network’s structure processing module is effective on SZ-taxi and
Los-loop datasets, according to the analysis of the experimental results. How-
ever, BSTGCN’s reconstruction module works only with Los-loop datasets.
It thoroughly exhibits the BSTGAT network’s structure processing module’s
stability and efficacy. Furthermore, spatial relationship and long temporal rela-
tionship processing module have an impact on the results. Note that we don’t
conduct an experiment without the short temporal temporal, because, as it
is an essential aspect in traffic prediction. The combination of all the above
factors makes BSTGAT performs effectively and robustly on traffic prediction.

5.7 Robustness Analysis

In order to evaluate the robustness of BSTGAT, we conduct the adversarial
attack experiments designed by Daniel et al. [40]. That is, we put the interfered
input data into the model for training. Daniel et al.[40] defines this attack
method as a poisoning attack.

In this section, we design three sets of attack experiments, namely attack-
ing 10, 50 and 100 nodes respectively. In order to avoid the influence on the
training parameters and efficiency caused by the large difference between the
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interference-added network structure and the original structure, we limit the
number of perturbations per node to ∆ = dv0

+ 2, where dv0
represents the

degree of the target node v0. The specific operation of the poison attack is to
randomly delete (dv0 + 2)/2 existing edges of the target node, and randomly
increase (dv0

+ 2)/2 edges. The increased edges connect the target node with
a node that is not in the same category as the target node.

The attack experiments of 15-min task on the two datasets are shown in
Table 6 and 7:

Table 6 Attack experiments (Accuracy) on SZ-taxi dataset

number T-GCN A3T-GCN BSTGCN BSTGAT

0 0.7295 0.7318 0.7237 0.7323

10 0.7304 0.7332 0.7240 0.7324

50 0.7263 0.7297 0.7226 0.7311

100 0.7253 0.7285 0.7224 0.7313

Table 7 Attack experiments (Accuracy) on Los-loop dataset

numner T-GCN A3T-GCN BSTGCN BSTGAT

0 0.9127 0.9133 0.9185 0.9191

10 0.9131 0.9137 0.9186 0.9192

50 0.9119 0.9123 0.9182 0.9188

100 0.9110 0.9112 0.9178 0.9183

From the analysis of the above experimental results, when only a few nodes
(e.g. ten) are attacked, the effect of the model will not be affected, and even
all models are improved. We analyze that the attacking node weakens the
influence of weak correlated neighbors and may increase strong correlations
that have been overlooked. Then, as the number of attacking nodes increases,
the overall accuracy rate is decreasing, but in comparison, the BSTGAT model
maintains the highest accuracy rate while the maximum decreases in accuracy
rate is 0.0010, which is significantly less than T-GCN’s with 0.0030 and A3T-
GCT’s with 0.0027. The results show that BSTGAT has stronger anti-jamming
capabilities when dealing with disturbance data, which also fully explains the
influence of network structure uncertainty on the robustness of the model.

6 Concliusion

We propose a Bayesian spatio-temporal graph attention model, BSTGAT,
which first reconstructs its network structure based on the observed graph
through a random block mixed membership model to solve the network
uncertainty of the structure. In adition, BSTGAT uses Bayesian theorem to
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establish the posterior distribution of labels and features, network structure
and neighbor weights for each observed graph, and obtains neighbor weight
samples through training and sampling, and then solve the uncertainty of
the node relationship. Finally, BSTGAT uses GRU and attention mechanism
to solve the uncertainty of short-term and long-term temporal dependence
respectively. The whole model is end-to-end in which the uncertainty can be
addressed felicitously and the spatio-temporal network can be embedded effi-
ciently and robustly. Then we apply the model to speeds prediction in urban
traffic networks. Extensive experiments on two real datasets have proved the
advancement of BSTGAT, and also verified the influence of uncertainty in
spatio-temporal networks. Meanwhile, the robustness experiment proves the
high robustness of BSTGAT and also shows that the uncertainty of network
structure has a great influence on the robustness of the model.
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